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The nature and level of turbulent transport in the outer core of low-confinement (L-mode) discharges per-
formed at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak [A. Kallenbach et al., Nucl. Fusion 51, 094012 (2011)] are examined.
Previously, it was found that for an L-mode discharge of the DIII-D tokamak [J. L. Luxon and L. G. Davis,
Fusion Technol. 8, 441 (1985)] gyrokinetic simulations were unable to reproduce the experimental ion heat
flux, underestimating it by almost an order of magnitude. In the present work, employing the GENE gyroki-
netic turbulence code, an extensive nonlinear study is performed for L-mode discharges of ASDEX Upgrade
in order to cross-check this observation. It is shown that no systematic underprediction can be found in
these simulations—instead, discrepancies with respect to experimental transport levels are small enough to
be resolved within the uncertainties of the experimental profiles. Moreover, it is shown that some turbulence
properties resemble closely those of the underlying linear microinstabilities at least out to 90% of the minor
radius, so that quasilinear transport models remain in principle applicable even for these parameters, provided
that appropriate nonlinear saturation rules can be developed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Characterizing turbulent transport in magnetic con-
finement fusion devices is one of the key physics chal-
lenges on the way to harnessing nuclear fusion for elec-
tricity production.1 In order to understand and improve
the performance of present fusion experiments as well as
future reactors, it is necessary to establish a solid under-
standing of turbulent transport across the whole range of
plasma parameters accessible to experiments.
In recent years, in a number of publications2–9 the issue
of an apparently systematic theoretical underprediction
of the experimental heat transport levels in the outer
core region of low-confinement (L-mode) tokamak dis-
charges was discussed. This underprediction (’shortfall’)
was observed in quasilinear gyrofluid predictions using
the TGLF model,10,11 but as it turned out, also the gy-
rokinetic turbulence codes GYRO12 and GEM13 (run at
relatively low resolution) failed to recover the experimen-
tally inferred ion heat transport level in a selected case,
underpredicting it by a factor of ∼ 7 (see Ref. 2).
Even though reactor scenarios target H-mode plasmas,
for which simulations inside of the edge pedestal do not
appear to encounter similar problems, correctly predict-
ing L-mode confinement is important for a number of rea-
sons. In particular, a reliable description of L-mode tur-
bulence is the necessary basis for an understanding of the
L-H transition, which remains one of the principal open
problems of plasma turbulence research.1 A more tech-
nical implication concerns the accuracy of profile predic-
tions during current-ramp phases, affecting predictions
for the Ohmic transformer flux consumption, but also
for the requirements placed on the vertical stabilization
systems of ITER.14,15
The apparent failure of state-of-the-art gyrokinetic
simulations to correctly capture L-mode turbulence has
drawn much attention in the community, and several
groups worldwide have started to investigate such dis-
charges with various gyrokinetic codes in order to find
an explanation of the observed discrepancies. In addi-
tion, a number of ideas about possible elements missing
in present theoretical descriptions were put forward. A
potential influence of resistive ballooning modes (RBM)
was examined,7 a suggestion for an extension of exist-
ing gyrokinetic simulation codes to higher frequencies
was made,16 and it was proposed that strongly nonlin-
ear edge turbulence17–19 may not have been taken into
account properly. Several other possible causes for the
discrepancies, including potential numerical deficiencies,
nonlocal effects such as avalanches, or turbulence spread-
ing from the edge, were discussed in some of the existing
publications.2,6
In the present work, we provide a detailed study of tur-
bulent transport in the outer core region of two different
L-mode discharges of the ASDEX Upgrade20 tokamak,
which were designed to exhibit a stationary phase with
parameters as usually found in current ramps. It is found
that gyrokinetic turbulence simulations are capable of ex-
plaining the experimental levels of transport in all the
examined cases, without requiring parameter variations
outside of the experimental error bars. Carrying out
such a study requires a substantial computational effort,
however—in the present case, more than 280 separate
nonlinear simulations were carried out using the gyroki-
netic code GENE,21–23 amounting to a computational
cost of ∼ 15 million CPU-hours. Using the gathered non-
linear data, it is shown here that the outer core region
of the examined L-mode discharges is in principle acces-
sible to quasilinear modeling, since nonlinear turbulence
characteristics such as drift frequencies and phase-shifts
between fluctuating quantities remain closely bound to
those of the underlying microinstabilities—a property
which has been questioned in the discussion of possible
reasons for the underprediction observed in the above ref-
erences. Nevertheless, in order to correctly predict trans-
port levels for the outer region of L-mode plasmas, the
2nonlinear saturation rules employed in present quasilin-
ear transport models need to be generalized.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, the
GENE gyrokinetic code and the methods used for the
present study are described, and precise definitions of
the employed geometric conventions are given. The re-
sults of both nonlinear and linear simulations, along with
a detailed physics analysis, are presented in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV, we discuss the consequences of the obtained re-
sults for quasilinear modeling, and give some suggestions
for improvements of the existing models. Finally, a sum-
mary of our findings is presented in Sec. V.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Description of gyrokinetic simulation method
For the present study, numerical simulations were per-
formed using the gyrokinetic turbulence code GENE,
retaining at least two particle species (deuterons and
electrons) at realistic mass ratio as well as electromag-
netic effects. As all of the simulated cases have very low
plasma β, only perpendicular magnetic field fluctuations
are retained and the pressure gradient contribution to
the curvature drift is neglected. Collisions are treated by
means of a linearized Landau-Boltzmann collision opera-
tor, which includes both pitch angle and energy scatter-
ing as well as modeling terms which ensure conservation
of density, momentum, and energy. The flux surface ge-
ometry is extracted from SPIDER equilibria4,24 (in the
form of G-EQDSK files) via a field line tracing method
(developed in Refs. 25 and 26, and first applied to AS-
DEX Upgrade in Ref. 27), through which the metric co-
efficients of the field-aligned coordinate system are con-
structed. Effects of equilibrium rotation are neglected
throughout the paper, as the analyzed cases exhibit both
small rotation velocity (vtor/vth well below 0.1) and small
E × B shear. In line with these circumstances, momen-
tum transport levels will not be evaluated or compared
against the experiment in the present paper.
For the initial simulations, impurities were accounted
for only via the effective charge number Zeff , which en-
ters as a prefactor in the collision operator, modifying the
collisionality of particles scattering off ions. For the most
realistic simulations, though, from which most of the
plots in the present paper were generated, boron impuri-
ties were included as a separate gyrokinetic species, such
that Zeff matched the experimental value (see Sec. IIID).
This assumption represents an upper limit of the exper-
imental boron concentration, and thus a lower limit of
the deuterium density, since in reality also other species
(e.g., carbon, nitrogen) will contribute to Zeff .
We would like to stress here that numerical settings
which suffice for physically accurate simulations of core
turbulence will often not do so for parameters of the outer
plasma core or the edge, mainly due to the drastically dif-
ferent values of safety factor, magnetic shear, and back-
ground profile gradients. Turbulent spectra react to these
parameters, thus requiring different box setups and care-
ful verification (see Sec. IIID). In the present article,
all resolutions in the plane perpendicular to the back-
ground field (i.e. in the directions labeled x and y) will
be given in terms of complex Fourier modes. Due to the
hermiticity of the Fourier coefficients for real quantities,
a given number of modes (nkx, nky) corresponds to twice
that number (nkx,2nky) of grid points in the (x, y) di-
rection. For the present nonlinear simulations, a typical
choice of resolution was 512 × 64 × 32 × 32 × 16 points
in the radial (x), binormal (y), parallel (z), parallel ve-
locity (v||), and magnetic moment (µ) grids, respectively.
Due to the strong magnetic shear (sˆ > 2, see definition
in Eq. (2)), a large radial resolution is typically required.
The convergence of the results at the chosen resolution
was compared against a number of simulations using the
shifted-metric approach.28,29
The minimum finite toroidal mode number retained in
the simulations was usually 2−8, with convergence checks
done to ensure the sufficiency of this choice. Radial box
sizes were usually chosen to be approximately 110ρs (in
GENE coordinates, see Sec. II B). The extent of the
simulation domain along the magnetic field corresponds
to one poloidal turn, and the velocity grids were set to
encompass a region up to vmax = 3vth,j , with the thermal
velocity vth,j =
√
2T0j/mj of the jth species.
The simulations presented here make use of the local
approximation, i.e., the relevant turbulent dynamics is
assumed to occur on much smaller scales than the vari-
ation of background profiles and gradients, enabling the
use of periodic radial boundary conditions. A pseudo-
spectral approach is used to solve the resulting system of
equations. There are some notable exceptions, though,
where we find it necessary to limit the radial extent that
turbulent structures can develop. These cases, as well
as the methods used to achieve this size limiting, will be
described in the text (see Sections III C and III F).
B. Geometric definitions
In order to provide the simulation setups and results
given in the present paper in a form that is easily compa-
rable to those of other gyrokinetic codes, we detail the ge-
ometric definitions used in the simulations of the present
study. In existing benchmark publications (see, e.g.,
Refs. 30–34), circular geometry was often employed,35,36
in which there is practically no ambiguity in the defi-
nition of the magnetic coordinates. Even when a local
Miller equilibrium was used for benchmarking,37,38 the
coordinate choices made in the involved codes were often
identical. When using realistic geometry, however, differ-
ing coordinate setups affect both the meaning of box sizes
as well as the definitions of wavenumbers against which
spectra are plotted, thus often leading to confusion when
comparing output from different codes. To clarify this
point, the definitions employed in the GENE interface
3to G-EQDSK files, which serve as the geometry input in
this work, are outlined in the following.
The magnetic field in a tokamak can be represented as
B = ∇ψ ×∇ (qχ− ϕ) ,
where ψ is the poloidal flux divided by 2pi, ϕ is the
toroidal angle, and χ is the straight field line angle. Thus
we can write the magnetic field as B = C∇x × ∇y,
where x is an (in principle) arbitrary radial coordi-
nate, y = Cy (qχ− ϕ) is the binormal coordinate, and













= ρtorLref , (1)
where Φ is the toroidal flux divided by 2pi, Bref is the
reference toroidal field taken at the magnetic axis, and
Lref is defined to be a macroscopic reference scale, we can
set Cy = ρtorLref/q, so that in turn C = Bref . For global
simulations, we choose to define Cy as a constant over
the entire domain (with ρtor and q taken at the radial
center of the simulation domain), so that C in turn picks
up a radial variation.
The fact that Cy appears as a coefficient in the defi-
nition of the y coordinate means that it will affect the
definitions of wavenumbers ky in this dimension, compli-
cating direct comparisons between implementations with
different definitions. To facilitate benchmarks, it is there-
fore preferable to convert all output either to a common
definition, or to a uniquely defined quantity such as the
toroidal mode number. The conversion from GENE ky




where the hat symbol indicates normalized quantities,
and the ρ∗ = ρref/Lref factor accounts for the differ-
ent normalizations of kˆy = kyρref and Cˆy = Cy/Lref .
In GENE, usually ρref = ρs =
√
Temi/eBref , and Lref
is defined as in Eq. (1) and therefore resembles a flux-
surface averaged minor radius. With these definitions,
the box size in binormal (y) direction is then determined
by the spacing of toroidal mode numbers ∆n. In Table I,
the conversion from ky wavenumbers to toroidal mode
number in each of the studied cases is given.
In order to compare radial box sizes, in the case of flux-
tube simulations it is convenient to exploit the quantiza-
tion of the radial box size, which must be enforced due
to the periodic radial boundary condition39 and restricts













is an integer number. Here, x0 and q0 are the radial coor-
dinate and the safety factor of the flux surface containing
the simulated flux tube. For N = 1 in such a setup,
Lx corresponds precisely to the distance between two
mode rational surfaces for the ky,min = 2pi/Ly wavenum-
ber, and the value of N in a simulation can serve as a
coordinate-free measure of the radial box size for given
magnetic shear sˆ. Using the values ∆n and N , it is
therefore possible to specify uniquely the physical box
size for a given parameter set. In Table II, the perpen-
dicular extent of the simulation domain is given using
the above defined quantities. In the case of non-periodic
(but local) simulations, the radial box size is not quan-
tized. The above parameter N can then still be used as
a coordinate-free measure, but it is no longer restricted
to integer numbers. For global simulations, the toroidal
mode number spacing is still a useful quantity for com-
parison, but radial domain sizes are best compared in a
flux label coordinate (here: ρtor).
Taking into account these conventions, linear and non-
linear benchmarks between GENE and the gyrokinetic
GKW code40 were carried out for the ASDEX Upgrade
discharges studied in this work. These simulations, al-
though performed at somewhat lower resolution than the
ones shown in Sec. III C, retained both numerical mag-
netic geometry and collisions and found very good agree-
ment between both codes. The linear results of this com-
parison, as well as the transport levels obtained from
nonlinear simulations, were shown already in Ref. 41. In
addition to these results, a more stringent comparison of




In the framework of the present study, we examine four
different operation points, whose physical parameters are
taken from the discharges 28132 and 28151 of the AS-
DEX Upgrade tokamak. Both of these discharges had a
toroidal magnetic field of 2.3T, but differing plasma cur-
rents of 400 kA (q95 ≈ 12) in discharge 28132, and 800
kA (q95 ≈ 6) in discharge 28151. In both discharges, a
small amount of electron cyclotron heating was applied,
compensating approximately for the difference in Ohmic
heating.
For the high-power phase of each discharge (28132:
PECRH = 1.16MW, 28151: PECRH = 0.53MW), lo-
cal GENE simulations are performed at the positions
r/a = 0.75 and r/a = 0.85, where r is defined to be the
local minor radius of a surface (given as (Rout −Rin) /2),
measured at the average elevation of the flux surface—as
defined also in Ref. 42, and a is the minor radius of the
last closed flux surface. The four main operation points
that will be analyzed in the present paper will be labeled
with the letters A through D. The physical parameters
for each of these four cases are given in Table I. There,
4the logarithmic gradients are defined as











the electron beta is defined as βe = 2µ0neTe/B2ref , and










In addition to the operation points examined in the
present work, the plasma parameters of the DIII-D43
“shortfall” case2 are shown for comparison. As can be
seen in Table I, our plasma parameters are generally quite
similar to that case, except for the ion/electron temper-
ature ratio (due to NBI vs. ECRH heating) and the Zeff
value (due to carbon vs. tungsten wall materials). We
therefore expect the presently studied cases to be highly
relevant for further investigation of the shortfall issue.
In a forthcoming publication, an extensive study of the
DIII-D shortfall case itself, using the GENE code, will
be detailed.
B. Microinstability investigations
In order to establish a physical picture of the relative
strength of the drive mechanisms of the turbulence, it is
useful to study the linearized system, since certain char-
acteristics of linear physics often persist in the fully de-
veloped nonlinear turbulent state.22,44–48 In the present
case it is particularly interesting to follow this approach,
since it must be clarified whether quasilinear transport
modeling is applicable to the outer region of L-mode plas-
mas.
For each of the four operation points, we scan the
full range of binormal wavenumbers from machine size
scales down to electron gyroradius scales; in addition to
the common ion temperature gradient (ITG) or trapped
electron mode instabilities (TEM), we therefore also re-
tain microtearing modes (MTM) and electron tempera-
ture gradient (ETG) instabilities in the linear analysis.
Furthermore, subdominant instabilities are tracked em-
ploying the eigenvalue solver integrated intoGENE,49–51
which allows a more complete comparison between lin-
ear and nonlinear transport characteristics. For the
present linear simulations, we employ a resolution of
31× 64× 64× 16 in (kx, z, v‖, µ) dimensions, analyzing a
single ky mode at a time.
In Figs. 1 and 2, growth rates and mode frequencies for
all four operation points are shown, retaining two kinetic
species (deuterium ions and electrons). In all figures,
black lines and symbols belong to the dominant insta-
bility, while red lines and markers indicate the strongest
Table I: Physical parameters for the four simulated
ASDEX Upgrade L-mode cases, in comparison to the




A B C D DIII-D
Discharge 28151 28151 28132 28132 128913
Time 3− 5 s 3− 5 s 3− 5 s 3− 5 s 1.3− 1.7 s
Ip/kA 800 800 400 400 1000
r/a 0.75 0.85 0.75 0.85 0.80
ρtor 0.691 0.797 0.679 0.788 0.74
q 2.312 3.147 4.475 6.088 2.77
sˆ 1.968 2.385 1.884 2.266 1.78
ωTi 2.463 3.084 1.583 1.661 2.38
ωTe 3.436 5.177 2.878 3.639 4.61
ωne 1.79 2.528 0.879 0.824 1.01
Ti/Te 0.696 0.817 0.772 0.912 1.180
Zeff 1.678 2.078 2.003 2.295 1.33
βe/% 0.092 0.046 0.100 0.066 0.065
νei/(Lref/cs) 0.413 0.985 0.919 1.841 0.746
dρtor/d(r/a) 1.049 1.167 1.063 1.195 1.065
n/kyρs 125.6 133.9 67.28 67.82 n/a
Raxis/m 1.654 1.654 1.710 1.710 1.710
a/m 0.526 0.526 0.501 0.501 0.597
Te/keV 0.661 0.417 0.528 0.378 0.433
ne/10
19m−3 1.909 1.496 2.331 2.129 1.65
Bref/T 2.349 2.349 2.221 2.221 2.1
Lref/m 0.665 0.665 0.662 0.662 0.770
subdominant instability, if present. Electron and ion drift
directions are designated by crosses and diamonds, re-
spectively.
An analysis of the simulation results reveals that all of
the instabilities mentioned above are found in the present
cases, in addition to a hybrid instability with mixed drive.
We start by describing the results for cases C and D
(the low-current discharge at 0.4 MA), since the behavior
of these two cases is very similar, and straightforwardly
explained. Going from low to high wavenumbers, both
cases are dominated first by a microtearing mode up to
kyρs ∼ 0.1, then by an ITG mode up to kyρs ∼ 0.7/0.3
(case C/D), and a combined TEM-ETG branch at higher
wavenumbers. Furthermore, in the low-ky regime up to
kyρs = 2, the most unstable subdominant mode is always
one of the instabilities just described—there is first a co-
existence of MTM and ITG, and at higher kyρs a coexis-
tence of ITG and TEM. Only for kyρs & 10, an additional
subdominant eigenmode of ETG type is found. The main
difference between the linear behavior of cases C and D
is the earlier, and stronger, onset of the trapped-electron
mode at kyρs ∼ 0.3 in case D, hinting at an increased
fraction of electron heat transport at that radial posi-
tion. As will be discussed in Sec. III C, the microtearing
activity found at low wavenumbers in both cases can lead




















Case A, high current, r/a=0.75
i
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Case B, high current, r/a=0.85























Case C, low current, r/a=0.75











Case D, low current, r/a=0.85
Figure 1: (Color online) Linear growth rates for the four operation points A–D. The labels ’i’ and ’e’ refer to modes
drifting in the ion or electron diamagnetic direction, respectively, and black solid (red dashed) color marks the
dominant (subdominant) instability. The labels in the plots refer to the most unstable mode. See main text for
further physical interpretation, and Tab. I for the definitions of Lref .
to numerical problems in nonlinear simulations, related
to the large radial extent of these instabilities.
For the high-current cases A and B, the linear behavior
is somewhat less transparent: For the r/a = 0.75 posi-
tion, the situation is similar to the cases described above.
At the lowest wavenumbers, an unstable microtearing in-
stability is found, which is then followed by an ITG insta-
bility at higher wavenumbers between 0.05 and 0.2. Be-
yond these wavenumbers, however, a hybrid mode takes
over (rather than a ’pure’ TEM as in cases C and D),
whose mode frequency exhibits a smooth sign change
from electron to ion drift direction around kyρs ∼ 0.8.
Another hybrid mode, but with lower growth rate, ap-
pears above kyρs ∼ 0.3 and connects to the ETG branch,
which dominates beyond kyρs ∼ 2. In case B, on the
other hand, no unstable microtearing mode is found. In-
stead, a trapped electron mode governs the entire range
from kyρs = 0.1 up to kyρs ∼ 2, beyond which an ETG
instability is the most unstable mode. In the low-ky range
up to kyρs ∼ 1, no subdominant instabilities are found
here.
Note that ETG modes are unstable in all four cases,
but their relative growth rates (compared to the instabili-
ties at larger scales) are stronger in the 0.4 MA discharge,
where they exceed their low-k counterparts by roughly a
factor of 50, indicating possibly important transport con-
tributions from small-scale ETG turbulence.52 In that
discharge, there are also more pronounced microtearing
instabilities, hinting at the possible importance of elec-
tromagnetic effects. As will be discussed in Sec. III C,
this microtearing activity is indeed reflected also in the
turbulent state and poses a practical challenge due to its
numerical implications (see also Refs. 53–55 for simula-
tions of pure microtearing turbulence).
In summary, linear simulations show that most of the
examined operation points exhibit a coexistence of TEM-
























Case A, high current, r/a=0.75
i
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Case B, high current, r/a=0.85























Case C, low current, r/a=0.75










Case D, low current, r/a=0.85
Figure 2: (Color online) Linear mode frequencies for the four operation points A–D. As in Fig. 1, the labels ’i’ and
’e’ refer to modes drifting in the ion or electron diamagnetic direction, respectively, and black solid (red dashed)
color marks the dominant (subdominant) instability. The labels in the plots refer to the most unstable mode. See
main text for further physical interpretation, and Tab. I for the definitions of Lref .
type and ITG-type instabilities, except for case B in
which ITG modes at low ky are stable. At the lowest
examined wavenumbers, microtearing modes are found,
primarily for the parameters of the low current (high
safety factor) discharge. While the nonlinear simula-
tions discussed in the following sections will focus on
these large-scale instabilities, all four cases also exhibit
unstable ETG modes, whose contribution to turbulent
transport will be studied in Sec. III F.
C. Turbulence simulations
1. Setup
In this section, the nonlinear, turbulent regime for each
of the four operation points A–D is explored. The phys-
ical parameters are those listed in Table I; the numerical
parameters are shown in Table II, with the most realistic
simulations (from which all of the following figures were
produced) printed in boldface.
All simulations are set up such that most of the dissi-
pation is caused by collisions and therefore physical. Nu-
merical dissipation is introduced in the parallel direction
in order to damp grid-scale modes, and in some cases also
in the perpendicular plane, if spectral pile-up (e.g., due
to unresolved ETG contributions) is found in the simu-
lations without perpendicular dissipation. In the present
work, all the numerical dissipation terms have the form
of fourth-order hyperdiffusion terms (see Ref. 56). Apart
from these supplementary dissipative terms, all Poisson
bracket terms that appear in the gyrokinetic equation
have been discretized such that their analytical conser-
vation properties are being retained in the numerical
representation57—namely, an Arakawa58 discretization is
employed for the parallel dynamics, whereas the conser-

















































Ip =0.4 MA, nominal parameters
(b)
Figure 3: (Color online) Comparison of experimental fluxes (lines) with those obtained from ion-scale GENE
simulations (markers), using nominal parameters (but including boron impurities) for the a) 0.8MA, b) 0.4MA
discharge (simulations are marked in boldface in Table II). The total heat transfer rate obtained from ASTRA is
shown in black solid, while the ion (electron) contribution is drawn in red dashed (blue dash-dotted) lines,
respectively. Yellow circles denote the neoclassical ion heat transfer rate obtained from the GENE neoclassical
solver, red triangles show the ion heat transfer rate (including neoclassical and impurity heat flux), blue pentagons
show the electron heat transfer rate, and black diamonds denote the sum of the above contributions. Shaded regions
are used to indicate the uncertainty of the interpretive ASTRA values (due to radiation for the total heat transport,
due to equipartition for ion heat transport, and due to both for electron heat transport). Variations of input
parameters are explored in Sec. IIID.
vative properties of the nonlinearity are ensured by the
pseudo-spectral approach.
The simulations have been run with a resolution in
parallel spatial (z), parallel velocity (v‖) and magnetic
moment (µ) dimensions of typically 32 × 32 × 16 grid
points; the resolutions in radial and toroidal direction
were adjusted according to the requirements of each
case—explicit values for a number of simulations are
listed in Table II.
Note that for the present physical parameters, the ra-
dial resolution must be chosen quite large due to the
strong magnetic shear, and to a lesser extent also be-
cause of the flux tube distortion due to plasma shaping.
In addition, we find that it is necessary to include quite
small toroidal mode numbers in the simulations, since the
fluctuations tend to peak at rather large scales. Namely,
for the high-current cases usually a toroidal mode num-
ber spacing of ∆n = 6 is taken, while for the low current
cases ∆n = 4 or even ∆n = 2 is necessary.
In what follows, the heat transport levels obtained
from our simulations will be compared to the experimen-
tal values obtained from interpretive ASTRA59 modeling,
and to the neoclassical ion heat transport obtained from
the local GENE neoclassics solver.60 The power trans-
ported through the full flux surface by species j (’heat
transfer rate’) is
Pj = V
′ 〈Qj · ∇x〉FS ,
where ∇x is the contravariant basis vector of the radial
coordinate, 〈· · · 〉FS denotes a flux surface average, Qj is
the heat flux (power per unit area) and V ′ is the deriva-
tive of the plasma volume with respect to the x coordi-
nate. For our comparisons, we focus on the electrostatic
contribution toQj , generated by the radial component of
the fluctuating E × B drift—the electromagnetic trans-
port channels are found to contribute at most 4% of the
total heat transport, and are thus neglected in the ana-
lyzed cases.
2. Results and analysis
In Figs. 3a and 3b, the heat transport levels of the sim-
ulations marked in boldface in Tab. II are compared to
the experimental levels obtained from interpretive AS-
TRA simulations. The markers show the GENE heat
transfer rates (yellow circles: neoclassical; red triangles:
ions including neoclassical and impurity; blue pentagons:
electrons, black diamonds: sum over the above), while
the lines indicate the ASTRA results (red dashed: ion;
blue dash-dotted: electron; black solid: sum of both).
Note that no contributions due to ETG turbulence are
considered in these plots—see Sec. III F for simulations
and a discussion of ETG turbulence in these discharges.
The simulations shown in Fig. 3a were three-species
simulations (#2 and #9 in Tab. II) which included a
boron impurity concentration set to match the Zeff values
given in Tab. I. In addition, the assumption ωnB = ωne/2
8was made for all impurity simulations, as this setting was






whereas using flat impurity profiles (ωnB = 0) lead to a
strong impurity influx, and an increased main ion outflux
due to the larger main ion density gradient.
Close analysis of the (nominal parameter) simulations
for both radial positions of this discharge revealed that
there is a significant amount of particle transport (which
would be absent in experiment due to the lack of a core
particle source), indicating that the nominal density gra-
dient may be overestimating the actual one to some de-
gree. In Table II, a simulation with slightly decreased
density gradient is shown for case B, which gives reduced
transport levels.
Examining Figure 3a, we find that using the nominal
settings, the simulations of the 0.8MA discharge moder-
ately overestimate the heat transfer rates by about 35–
50%—the simulations still exhibit an outflow of particles,
though, which is responsible for about 20–30% of the heat
transport in case A, and about 20% (50%) of the electron
(ion) heat transport in case B. A crude correction (ne-
glecting the impact of the density gradient on the driving
instabilities) to this result may be obtained by subtract-
ing the convective heat flux Qconvj =
3
2TjΓj from the total
value, shifting the heat transfer rates obtained for case
A/B to within 20% of the ASTRA profiles. Additional
simulations with input parameter variations for this dis-
charge will be discussed in Sec. IIID.
Continuing our analysis with the 0.4MA discharge, we
again find in Fig. 3b that the heat transfer rates obtained
from GENE agree within 25–50% with the ASTRA re-
sults. Here, a 50% underestimation of the combined heat
transport levels at the inner radius (case C) is found, and
a 25% overestimation at the outer position (case D). The
distribution of ion and electron heat transfer rates differs
somewhat from mean values ASTRA predicts (more ion
heat transport at r/a = 0.75, less at r/a = 0.85), but
are only slightly outside the ASTRA error bars. As will
be shown in Sec. IIID, better agreement can be achieved
by applying moderate variations of the background gra-
dients.
Importantly, in addition to turbulent heat transport,
neoclassical effects also turn out to contribute sub-
stantially in the low-current discharge. As the neo-
classical transport scales like the squared poloidal ion
gyroradius,61 the approximate doubling of the safety fac-
tor between the two discharges leads to an increase of
the neoclassical ion heat transfer rate by a factor of ∼ 4.
At r/a = 0.85, the neoclassical heat transfer rate thus
attains a level of ∼ 0.08MW, approximately equal to the
turbulent ion heat transfer rate found for nominal in-
put parameters. Adding both contributions gives a value
close to the ASTRA interpreted values. Note that in the
GENE simulations of this discharge the predicted parti-
cle flux is quite small, as would be expected in the present



















Figure 4: (Color online) Spectra of normalized turbulent
electron heat flux for the nominal parameters of all four
operation points (cases A–D). The spectra are averaged
over time and the radial and parallel direction.



















Figure 5: (Color online) Time-averaged spectra of
normalized turbulent ion heat flux for the nominal
parameters of all four operation points (cases A–D).
The spectra are averaged over time and the radial and
parallel direction.
ECRH-heated plasmas.
3. Heat flux spectra
In Figures 4 and 5, spectra of the electron and ion
electrostatic heat fluxes, obtained once again from the
boldfaced simulations of Table II, versus the binormal
wavenumber are displayed for all operation points dis-
cussed so far. Several noteworthy features can be ob-
served: Due to the coexistence of ITG and TEM (or
hybrid) instabilities, the spectra of cases A and C (i.e.,
the two r/a = 0.75 cases) have a rather complex shape
exhibiting two peaks, one at low ky due to the ITG mode,
9and a broader one at higher ky due to the TEM mode.
The spectra of cases B and D (i.e., of the two outer cases
at r/a = 0.85) lack the low-ky ITG peak observed at
the other two operation points, and exhibit only a single
peak around kyρs ∼ 0.4 (case B) and kyρs ∼ 0.5 − 0.6
(case D).
4. Comments regarding radial boundary conditions
We would like to note that, while most of the above
simulations could be run straightforwardly with a con-
ventional flux-tube setup39 using periodic radial bound-
ary conditions, two-species simulations for case D present
an exception. As was hinted already in Sec. III B,
the presence of unstable microtearing modes at low
wavenumbers turned out to lead to problems in nonlinear
simulations. More specifically, when running this case in
a radially periodic box, typically after a relatively long
quasi-stationary phase (lasting for a simulation time of
about 300 a/cs) the parallel magnetic potential A˜‖ devel-
ops structures with large radial extent (“magnetic stream-
ers”), which eventually stretch across the entire radial
box, leading to an unbounded growth of fluctuation am-
plitudes and finally to a blow-up of the simulation.
Two options were successfully explored in order to
tackle this problem: First, it is possible to use the global
version of the GENE code23 (retaining the local approx-
imation), which treats the radial direction in direct space
instead of Fourier space and thus allows for Dirichlet-type
boundary conditions. Here, the latter assumes fluctua-
tions outside the radial domain to be zero, thereby lim-
iting the maximal extent of turbulent structures. With
such a setup, and using appropriate heating terms in or-
der to maintain the background profiles,23,57 stable simu-
lations can be achieved, in which the radial extent of the
magnetic streamers reaches a steady state. While this
approach provides stable simulations, one may question
whether it is physically justified to limit the size of tur-
bulent structures in this way. As global effects due to
profile variation may impose a natural size limitation to
such structures, global simulations could be used to guide
the choices made in corresponding local runs—such sim-
ulations are very challenging and thus beyond the scope
of the present work.
As a second option, the local (periodic) GENE version
can be stabilized by adding a small amount of E×B shear
in order to achieve a similar size-limiting effect. Using
this approach, an E×B shearing rate of γE = 0.02 cs/Lref
(which is small, but still exceeds the time-averaged ex-
perimental value by a factor ∼ 4) is sufficient to achieve a
long-term stabilization of the simulation. Both the above
approaches were found to yield heat transport levels close
to those of a standard periodic simulation before blow-
up.
In simulations which included boron impurities, mi-
crotearing modes were found to be sufficiently weak-
ened to allow for quasi-stationary simulations for at least
1000 a/cs, even without any of the above described mea-
sures. The GENE result for case D shown in Fig. 3b
(#20 in Table II) was obtained from the quasi-stationary
phase of a such a three-species simulation with periodic
radial boundaries, without E ×B shear.
D. Sensitivity with respect to input parameter variations
In order to estimate the robustness of the present re-
sults given experimental profile uncertainties, it is nec-
essary to examine the sensitivity of the simulation re-
sults with respect to changes in the plasma parameters.
Although the simulations shown in the previous section
are relatively expensive (up to ∼300,000 CPUh per run,
depending on the number of species and resolution), a
number of tests with different resolutions and physics pa-
rameters were performed. In Table II, these simulations
are listed together with the measured heat transfer rates
and the corresponding experimental values.
1. High-current discharge
For case A, simulations with nominal parameters
(keeping only deuterium and electrons) yielded an over-
estimation of the experimental electron heat transfer rate
by ∼40%, and of the ion heat transfer rate by a factor
2.3. The checks performed include a reduction of the
radial resolution by a factor of 2, and the inclusion of
compressional magnetic fluctuations. Both these changes
had no significant effect on the results. When including
boron impurities (nB/ne = 3.4%), the saturated trans-
port levels of both heat transport channels are reduced by
20–45%, thus improving the agreement with experiment.
For case B, with the nominal parameters and two
species again an overestimation of the heat transfer rates
is obtained, by a factor 3.2 in the electrons, and by
a factor 2.9 in the ions. Here, a reduction of the ra-
dial resolution can actually lead to false agreement with
experiment—both ion and electron heat transfer rates are
strongly reduced if only half the radial resolution (nx =
256) is used (compare simulations #5 and #10). In-
creasing the toroidal mode number spacing from ∆n = 6
to ∆n = 14 (run #11) did not further compromise the
result. One simulation was performed at even higher res-
olution, using 1024 radial modes, giving transport levels
within 10–20% of the simulation using 512 modes.
Therefore, using this resolution, several physics param-
eter variations were performed in order to examine the
sensitivity of the transport levels with respect to varia-
tions in the input parameters. Since linear simulations
indicate that the dominant TEM has a contribution due
to density gradient drive (consider also the statements
made about the convective heat flux contributions in
Sec. III C), the density gradient was reduced by 10% for
run #6, yielding a considerable decrease in the resulting
heat transfer rates, thus reducing the overestimation to
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Table II: Simulation results examining the sensitivity of cases A–D with respect to variation of resolutions and
selected physical parameters. The margins of error given for the heat transfer rates indicate the uncertainty of the
simulation results due to intermittency.
# Case+comment Pe/MW Pi/MW nx ny N ∆n
A, exp. (ASTRA) 0.45± 0.21 0.23± 0.06
1 A, nominal 0.64± 0.09 0.54± 0.09 512 48 10 6
2 A+Boron 0.53± 0.09 0.30± 0.03 512 48 10 6
3 A, with B˜|| 0.72± 0.11 0.59± 0.11 256 48 10 6
4 A, reduced nx 0.67± 0.11 0.54± 0.14 256 48 10 6
B, exp. (ASTRA) 0.40± 0.30 0.23± 0.06
5 B, nominal 1.28± 0.16 0.66± 0.1 512 64 12 6
6 B, ωn × 0.9 0.92± 0.11 0.48± 0.07 512 64 12 6
7 B, ωTe × 0.8 0.99± 0.23 0.68± 0.19 512 64 12 6
8 B+Boron 0.77± 0.06 0.24± 0.02 512 64 12 6
9 B, reduced nx, ny 0.86± 0.09 0.31± 0.03 256 48 12 6
10 B, reduced nx, ny 0.75± 0.07 0.28± 0.03 256 32 28 14
C, exp. (ASTRA) 0.70± 0.30 0.29± 0.07
11 C, nominal 0.47± 0.05 0.52± 0.05 512 96 7 2
12 C+Boron 0.25± 0.03 0.24± 0.02 512 96 7 2
13 C+Boron, ωTi × 1.1 0.44± 0.15 0.47± 0.14 512 96 7 2
14 C+Boron, ωTe × 1.1 0.27± 0.03 0.31± 0.02 512 96 7 2
15 C+Boron, ωTe × 1.2 0.50± 0.10 0.39± 0.08 512 96 7 2
16 C, larger ∆n 0.58± 0.11 0.64± 0.14 512 48 12 4
17 C, reduced nx, ny 0.23± 0.02 0.21± 0.04 256 48 13 4
D, exp. (ASTRA) 0.66± 0.38 0.26± 0.06
18 D, Dirichlet b.c. 0.57± 0.08 0.10± 0.01 512 48 10.08 4
19 D, ωTi × 1.2 0.55± 0.12 0.24± 0.06 512 48 10.08 4
20 D, ωTi × 1.5 0.45± 0.07 0.37± 0.07 512 48 10.08 4
21 D, periodic + E ×B 0.58± 0.06 0.08± 0.01 512 64 11 3
22 D+Boron (no E ×B) 1.10± 0.14 0.06± 0.01 512 64 11 3
23 D+Boron+E ×B 0.83± 0.08 0.04± 0.01 512 64 11 3
24 D+Boron+Dirichlet 0.64± 0.08 0.04± 0.01 512 64 16.01 4
25 D, reduced β = 10−5 0.35± 0.03 0.13± 0.02 512 64 11 4
roughly a factor of 2 in both ions and electrons. Reduc-
ing the electron temperature gradient (#7) lowered the
electron heat transfer rate by the same amount, but did
not affect the ion heat transport.
Adding a kinetic boron species (using nB/ne = 5.4%
to match the experimental Zeff), on the other hand, sub-
stantially reduces the transport levels, such that the ion
heat transfer rate is matched well and the agreement in
the electron heat transfer rate is also improved. There-
fore, it may be concluded that through the inclusion of
impurities, as well as a small adjustment to the density
gradient, agreement with the inferred ASTRA transport
levels can be achieved.
2. Low-current discharge
Using the nominal parameters for case C (and two
species), nonlinear simulations predict a total heat trans-
fer rate that is in very good agreement with the exper-
imental value, although the distribution between ions
and electrons differs from the ASTRA interpreted val-
ues. Nevertheless, since impurities lead to a substantial
transport reduction in cases A and B, their influence con-
sequently must be studied for the 0.4MA discharge as
well.
Running the case C parameters with a boron density of
nB/ne = 5.0% (again chosen to match the experimental
Zeff through boron alone), both the ion and electron heat
transfer rates are reduced by factors of ∼ 2 (see #12),
thus underestimating the mean ASTRA levels by roughly
this factor, and is slightly below the ASTRA error bars
11
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Figure 6: (Color online) Total heat transfer rates
(including neoclassical) for variations of ion (red
squares) and electron (blue diamonds) logarithmic
gradients ωTj from their nominal values (indicated by
dashed line) in case C. With moderately increased
values, the ASTRA heat transport levels (solid line,
with error band) can be matched.
as well. For this reason, additional simulations were per-
formed (see Fig. 6), increasing either the electron or ion
temperature gradient by 10% (runs #13 and #14, respec-
tively). The electron temperature profile was found to be
moderately stiff, yielding a 30% increase of Pe with 10%
increased electron temperature gradient. With slightly
increased ion temperature gradient, on the other hand,
it was very difficult to obtain a steady saturation level
over the simulation time of ∼ 750Lref/cs—the average
heat transfer rates obtained during that simulation time
recover approximately the reduction found before when
adding impurities. Similar statements apply to the sim-
ulation #15, which was run with 20% increased electron
temperature gradient. From the above results we can
conclude that agreement of the transport levels within
the errors can be achieved, once again considering small
variations of the input parameters.
Numerical convergence of the above simulation results
was examined by reducing perpendicular resolutions for
the nominal parameters (runs #16 and #17). As for
case B, we find little change when increasing the toroidal
mode number spacing ∆n, but a strong reduction of heat
transport levels when lowering the radial resolution to
256 modes.
Finally, we turn to case D, which proved to be the
most delicate parameter set in terms of numerical stabil-
ity, as was already mentioned in Sec. III C. The nominal
parameters were therefore run with Dirichlet boundary
conditions (run #18), using Krook-type buffer zones act-
ing on all ky modes close to the boundary (see Ref. 23),
as well as Krook-type heat and particle sources.57 Us-
ing this setup, the electron heat transfer rate is close
to the ASTRA result. The turbulent ion heat trans-
fer rate, on the other hand, underestimates the ASTRA
value somewhat—note, however, that according to the
GENE neoclassical solver, the neoclassical heat transfer
rate is expected to largely make up for the discrepancy,
adding approximately 0.08MW to the balance at this ra-
dial position. When increasing the driving ion tempera-
ture gradient by 20%, the turbulent ion heat transfer rate
is raised to 0.24MW (see run #19), which together with
neoclassics, also surpasses the mean ASTRA value. Fur-
thermore, increasing for a test the ion temperature gradi-
ent by 50% (run #20) leads to an ion heat transfer rate of
0.37MW, which exceeds, together with neoclassical lev-
els, the mean ASTRA level by more than 70%. There-
fore, turbulent and neoclassical contributions match the
experimental levels for a moderate gradient increase of
10–20%.
When using, instead of the Dirichlet approach, a peri-
odic (flux-tube) simulation with an E×B shearing rate of
γE = 0.02cs/a (compare run #21 to #18), very similar
heat transfer rates are obtained. Adding kinetic boron
impurities (#22, again assuming ωnB = ωne/2 to re-
tain close-to-zero particle flux, and nB/ne = 6.5%) yields
a substantial increase of the electron heat transfer rate
(now overestimating the mean ASTRA result by almost
70%), and a further slight reduction of the ion heat trans-
fer rate. Running the same setup either with Dirichlet
boundaries or with E × B shear (#23, #24) generates
somewhat reduced electron heat transfer rates, within
the ASTRA error bars, while ion heat transfer rates re-
main small at about 0.04MW.
Finally, running again nominal parameters (with no
impurities), but with an artificially reduced plasma beta
of βe = 10−5 (run #25), the microtearing instability is
stabilized enough to achieve a numerically stable simula-
tion without resorting to Dirichlet boundaries or E × B
shear, giving at the same time a slightly larger ion heat
transfer rate. However, a 40% reduction in electron heat
transfer rate is observed compared to the nominal run,
indicating an electromagnetic enhancement of electron
heat transport levels in this case, despite the predomi-
nantly electrostatic nature of the driving instabilities.
Summarizing the present sensitivity study, we do not
observe any systematic underprediction of heat transfer
rates in our gyrokinetic simulations. Even for nominal
parameters, the GENE transport level predictions are
not systematically outside the error bars of the ASTRA
predictions, and could be matched using reasonable vari-
ations of the input parameters. For the same discharges
studied here, however, it was recently shown41 that quasi-
linear TGLF results do substantially underestimate (by
a factor 3–5) the heat transfer rates for the 0.4MA dis-
charge, while agreeing better with the 0.8MA discharge.
Our results therefore suggest that the shortfall of the
TGLF transport predictions in this case is likely related
to the assumptions made in the model rather than to
a breakdown of the underlying gyrokinetic theory. This
question will be further addressed in Sec. IV. First, the
GENE simulations are examined more closely to estab-
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lish whether quasilinear modeling is applicable at all for
the relatively cold L-mode plasmas studied here.
E. Analysis and comparison of linear and nonlinear
fluctuation characteristics
In the debate about underpredicted transport levels
in L-mode turbulence, a recurring topic has been the
question whether the problem might be caused by an ill-
modeled transition from plasma core turbulence, which
often retains features (cross phases, mode frequencies) of
the driving linear instabilities, to edge turbulence, which
has been reported to exhibit little correspondence to lin-
ear modes.18,19,62
1. Cross phase analysis
Having shown that in the present GENE simulations
we do not find any systematic transport underprediction,
we will now demonstrate that even at the outermost po-
sitions studied here, many turbulence characteristics re-
main essentially attached to those of the linear instabili-
ties. To this end, we compare the phase shift ϑ between
the fluctuating electrostatic potential φ˜ and fluctuations
of the perpendicular temperature T˜⊥,i, T˜⊥,e, which is ob-


















where W (kx, ky) =
∣∣∣φ˜ (kx, ky)∣∣∣ ∣∣∣T˜⊥,j (kx, ky)∣∣∣ is an
amplitude-dependent weighting factor, 〈· · · 〉kx indicates
an average over all kx modes, and j is the species index.
In Figs. 7 and 8, the phase shifts of φ˜ vs. T˜⊥,e and
T˜⊥,i (of the main ions) are shown for the simulations
of cases A–D, using nominal parameters, but including
boron impurities (i.e. runs #2, #8, #12, #21). In Fig. 9,
furthermore, the same phase shifts are displayed for a
simulation of the additional flux surface r/a = 0.9 of the
0.4 MA discharge63 (neglecting impurities here).
While the shifts between φ˜− T˜‖ and φ˜− n˜ are relevant
as well for electrostatic heat transport, the qualitative
statements made below for φ˜− T˜⊥ are valid also for the
other variable pairs, but not shown here for brevity. In
the figures, the colored contours display the crossphases
obtained from the saturated phase of nonlinear simula-
tions (the ones marked in boldface in Tab. II), while the
red squares (green circles) are used to display the cross
phases of the linear instability with the largest (second
largest) growth rate. The transitions between dominant
modes, finally, are marked by dashed lines, and the labels
indicate the dominant mode in each region.
Several observations can be made from these plots.
Generally, the agreement between linear and nonlinear
cross phases is remarkably good even for the most ex-
treme parameters studied here (i.e. the outermost po-
sitions of the low-current discharge), especially in the
wavenumber regime most important for transport, 0.1 .
kyρs . 0.5. Moreover, it can be observed that the non-
linear cross phases do tend to trace those of the most-
unstable linear mode—see Figs. 8a for a case in which
the nonlinear φ˜− T˜⊥,i cross phase (which determines the
ion heat flux) at high ky ’prefers’ to follow that of the
more unstable hybrid/TEM instability rather than that
of the ITG mode. On the other hand, knowledge of the
subdominant instabilities does provide additional useful
information in cases like Fig. 8c, where the φ˜− T˜⊥,i cross
phase agrees with the subdominant ITG rather than the
dominant ETG mode, or in the mode transition regime
of Fig. 8d, where the nonlinear cross phase averages over
those of the two coexisting linear modes.
In the cases studied here, the analysis of the φ˜− T˜⊥,e
cross phase, relevant for electron heat transport, does
not benefit much from knowledge of the subdominant
modes, as both the dominant and subdominant insta-
bilities place that phase shift close to the resonant pi/2
value, as do the turbulence simulations. Microtearing
modes do not contribute substantially in the present
analysis since only electrostatic phase shifts are studied,
while MTMs generate almost exclusively electromagnetic
transport, characterized mainly by the cross phase be-
tween the parallel electron heat flux and the radial mag-
netic field fluctuations.55,64
2. Frequency analysis
In addition to the above cross phase analysis, a com-
parison between linear and nonlinear drift frequencies can
serve to quantify the degree to which linear and nonlin-
ear physics overlap. Here, as an example we perform
this comparison for case D. From a nonlinear simulation,
we extract the real frequencies of the electrostatic poten-
tial fluctuations by applying a windowed-FFT method
to the simulation data, and plot in addition the mode
frequencies obtained from the linear eigenvalue analy-
sis. The result of this comparison is plotted in Fig. 10,
and again displays very good agreement between lin-
ear and nonlinear regimes. Here, one may note that
the wavenumber range in which the ITG/TEM frequen-
cies can be identified in fact extends beyond the range
where each individual mode dominates (red squares vs.
green circles), so that both frequencies coexist between
kyρs ≈ 0.2 − 0.4, similar to the observations made in
Ref. 65. The double peak visible in the frequencies of
the nonlinear regime at ky = 0, ω ≈ 0.5cs/Lref corre-
sponds to a GAM oscillation (whose frequency analyti-
cally scales as66 ωG =
√
2cs/R ≈ 0.55cs/Lref in circular
plasmas), which can be found also in linear GAM simula-
tions with kxρs ≈ 0.2. The microtearing modes observed
13






Case A, =0.8 MA, r/a=0.75, , Electrons
(a)





Case B, =0.8 MA, r/a=0.85, , Electrons
(b)







Case C, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.75, , Electrons
(c)






Case D, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.85, , Electrons
(d)
Figure 7: (Color online) Comparison of linear (markers) and nonlinear (contours) cross-phases between φ˜ and T˜⊥e,
where amplitudes increase from white to black. The most unstable linear modes are plotted as red diamonds, the
second-most unstable modes as green circles, and dashed lines separate wavenumber regions dominated by different
instabilities.
in the linear simulations of Sec. III B are weakened in
the simulations which include impurities, so that they
do not appear in the frequency spectra. Even in non-
linear simulations without impurities, their influence on
the spectra is weak—this is likely due to the fact that the
spectra have been generated from electrostatic potential
data. Measuring instead frequencies on the electromag-
netic A‖ potential would provide stronger microtearing
signals, but such an analysis is not shown here.
To summarize the findings of this section, one can state
that there appears to be a solid foundation for quasilin-
ear modeling of the present L-mode discharges out to
r/a = 0.9, at least. It should be kept in mind, though,
that in this case the observed agreement between lin-
ear and nonlinear characteristics was found here using
full gyrokinetic simulations, which contain more complete
physics than the simplified (but much faster) quasilinear
transport models currently in use (see, e.g. Refs. 10 and
67). It is therefore not self-evident that these models will
straightforwardly obtain the same results in their present
form.
F. Contributions due to ETG turbulence
When attempting to match experimental transport
levels in gyrokinetic simulations, it is important to keep
in mind that when comparing the simulated electron heat
transfer rates to experimental data, the contributions
due to electron scale turbulence (usually by ETG modes)
should be examined as well. A recent study9 has begun
work on L-mode discharges of the Alcator-C-Mod toka-
mak, and found cases where indeed the contribution of
ETG turbulence to Qe constituted a significant fraction
of the electron heat transport. In the present section, we
therefore analyze the properties of electron scale turbu-
lence in the discharges studied above.
In Sec. III B, it was found that the low-current dis-
14






Case A, =0.8 MA, r/a=0.75, , Ions
(a)





Case B, =0.8 MA, r/a=0.85, , Ions
(b)







Case C, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.75, , Ions
(c)






Case D, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.85, , Ions
(d)
Figure 8: (Color online) Comparison of linear (markers) and nonlinear (contours) cross-phases between φ˜ and T˜⊥i,
with amplitudes increasing from white to black. The most unstable linear modes are plotted as red diamonds, the
second-most unstable modes as green circles, and dashed lines separate wavenumber regions dominated by different
instabilities.






Case E, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.90, , Electrons






Case E, =0.4 MA, r/a=0.90, , Ions
Figure 9: (Color online) Comparison between linear and nonlinear cross phases for r/a = 0.9 of the 0.4MA
discharge. The colors and labels are the same as those of Figs. 7 and 8.
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Figure 10: (Color online) Real frequencies obtained by
FFT analysis of the nonlinear simulation data for the
r/a = 0.85 position of the low-current discharge (case
D). The linear mode frequencies are plotted as red
squares (green circles) for the dominant (subdominant)
instability.
charge (cases C and D) had relatively stronger ETG in-
stabilities than the high-current discharge (cases A and
B), implying that ETG turbulence may contribute mea-
surably in the former. For that reason, results from ded-
icated ETG simulations of these two cases are discussed
in the present section. Before examining the simulation
results, we analyze the discharge data from a linear point
of view by calculating the critical gradients of the ETG





















For this analysis, we convert the data from Table I from
ρtor to r coordinates (all necessary geometric quantities
can be found in the Table), and convert the resulting
critical gradients back to the convention employed here.
This procedure yields for cases A–D, respectively, critical
gradients of ωTe,crit = 2.14, 2.02, 1.51, and 1.21. Thus,
the observation of more pronounced ETG instabilities in
cases C and D (see Sec. III B) can be traced back to a
reduced linear threshold due to the larger safety factor
values—note, however that the linear simulations shown
in that Section did not include impurities, in contrast to
the critical gradient values calculated here. Even though
impurities tend to raise the linear threshold gradient for
ETG instabilities by increasing Zeff , the experimental
gradients exceed the threshold in all four cases. In addi-
tion to the lower thresholds of cases C and D, the ratio
ηe = Lne/LTe (where Lne, LTe are density/temperature
profile scale lengths) driving the ETG instabilities is
also considerably larger in those cases, reaching values
of about 3.5 to 4, while in cases A and B ηe ≈ 2.
In order to study the actual transport contributions
due to ETG turbulence, we now turn to nonlinear simu-
lations for all cases A–D, focusing exclusively on elec-
tron scales. Since any possible coupling between ion
and electron scales52 is ignored with this approach, such
simulations of pure ETG turbulence pose difficulties of
their own: In toroidal plasmas, ETG turbulence often
has the property of generating extremely elongated ra-
dial structures (streamers21,69,70), requiring large radial
simulation domains. In reality, however, turbulence at
larger scales (neglected here) would generate a fluctuat-
ing background, which may act in a stabilizing way on
the smaller ETG structures and thus limit their radial
extent.52,71,72
In order to model this stabilizing effect, we add a
weakly sheared background flow, as discussed already
in Sec. III C, where MTMs caused saturation problems
for the case D simulations. Setting the shearing rate to
values much smaller than the linear growth rate (γE ∼
0.002Lref/vte) is found to be sufficient here to prevent
the formation of large streamers, while at the same time
having only a moderate effect on the resulting transport
levels.
Using this setup, simulations with an adiabatic ion
response (including impurities through the parameter
τ = ZeffTe/Ti, see Ref. 68) were performed for each of
the four cases. Despite the small E × B shearing rate
used in these simulations, the heat transfer rates gen-
erated were rather small, attaining values of 0.06MW,
0.07MW, 0.04MW, and 0.09MW, respectively, for cases
A–D. When neglecting impurities, on the other hand, the
transport levels rise to 0.25MW for case C, and 0.41MW
for case D. It is therefore essential to retain their contri-
bution in order to obtain a realistic picture.
In summary, the ETG transport levels obtained in this
Section do not alter the statements of Sec. III C substan-
tially, as they present only small additions to the electron
heat transport found in ion scale simulations. We would
like to stress here, though, that this statement does not
apply to L-mode discharges in general. For instance, as
can be seen in Table I, the well-known DIII-D ’shortfall’
discharge 128913 exhibits both a lower Zeff , as well as a
larger Ti/Te ratio than any of the cases examined here.
Thus, we have τ ≈ 1 in that case, while all of the ASDEX
Upgrade operation points studied here have τ > 2. Cal-
culating the linear threshold gradient for DIII-D yields
ωTe,crit = 1.10, which is strongly exceeded by the experi-
mental gradients, while at the same time ηe = 4.6. More
significant ETG contributions can thus be expected in
the DIII-D L-mode discharge. Finally, it should be noted
that, by the temperature fluctuations due to large-scale
turbulence can also locally destabilize ETG turbulence,
which may thus add to the electron heat transport. These
effects can only be conclusively examined in simulations
encompassing both ion and electron gyroradius scales,
though, which are outside the scope of this paper.
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Figure 11: Comparison of electron heat flux predicted
by the quasilinear model of Eq. 3 (solid lines, full
symbols) against the nonlinear results (dashed lines,
open symbols) for cases A and B.






















Figure 12: (Color online) Comparison of electron heat
flux predicted by the quasilinear model of Eq. 3 (solid
lines, full symbols) against the nonlinear results (dashed
lines, open symbols) for cases C and D.
IV. CONSEQUENCES FOR QUASILINEAR MODELING
As has been demonstrated in the previous sections,
there does not appear to be any fundamental obstacle
for quasilinear modeling of colder L-mode regions. In the
present section, we therefore discuss the reasons for the
apparent failure of present quasilinear models in some
of these cases (documented, e.g. in Refs. 4, 6, 7, and
41), and we give some suggestions for the improvement
of such models.
Quasilinear transport modeling basically rests on two
pillars. The first consists of a more or less elaborate ap-
proach to describing the physics of linear instabilities for
given plasma parameters—these usually involve solving
linearized gyrofluid or simplified gyrokinetic equations.
Already at this level, it is not guaranteed that all rel-
evant effects are captured in such models, since linear
instabilities can develop quite complex mode structures
in simulations which consider strong shaping.27 However,
it must be stressed here that even from the most accu-
rate linear physics description it is not possible to deduce
any information on nonlinear saturation levels. Thus, the
transport levels remain entirely unspecified, and can only
be found reliably by actually solving the full nonlinear
equations.
Due to this fact, as the second pillar of any quasilinear
transport model, an empirical nonlinear saturation rule
must be employed to be able to deduce transport levels
from the linear results. Such a rule usually consists of
an assumption on the shape of the transport spectrum
(or the saturated electrostatic potential) and a satura-
tion amplitude, which is derived, e.g., from mixing length
estimates67 or obtained by fitting an ad-hoc formula to
nonlinear simulations.11 Present quasilinear models have
mainly been benchmarked/calibrated to simulations of
core plasma turbulence—saturated turbulence levels out-
side this parameter regime are therefore likely to deviate
from the model predictions.
For core parameters, turbulent diffusivities are usu-
ally found to be of the order of the gyro-Bohm diffusiv-
ity χgB = ρ2scs/L (where L ∈ {a,R, Ln, LTe, LTi}). In
the cold outer core and edge of L-mode plasmas, how-
ever, due to the scaling χgB ∝ T 3/2, the gyro-Bohm heat
flux decreases like QgB ∝ T 5/2, so that models fitted
to core turbulence amplitudes will almost inevitably fail
unless their saturation rules are adapted or extended for
L-mode parameters, which require saturation at much
higher amplitudes than in the hot core of H-mode plas-
mas. For the operation points examined in the present
work, e.g., QgB decreases roughly by a factor of 4 (2.5)
in the 0.8 (0.4) MA discharge, going from r/a = 0.75 to
r/a = 0.85, while the heat flux values obtained from the
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations accordingly rise from
Qe/QgB ∼ 10 to Qe/QgB ∼ 50 (40)—visible also in the
heat flux spectra of Figs. 4 and 5.
As a simple test, we evaluate quasilinear diffusivi-
ties for the present ASDEX Upgrade cases A–D, using
the quasilinear model proposed in Ref. 22, which was
successfully applied therein to pure TEM turbulence.


















is the parallel average (extending over m − 1 poloidal
turns) of the perpendicular wavenumber, weighted by a
power n of the electrostatic potential, and γ is the linear
growth rate. For each ky, the diffusivity χQL is taken
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to be the satured diffusivity of the dominant heat trans-
port channel – the diffusivities for the other species are
then computed according to the ratios of the transport
quantities evaluated from the linear simulations.
Using this scheme and setting n = 2 and m = 15, we
calculate spectra of the quasilinear prediction for the elec-
tron heat flux Qe/QgB , which are plotted in Figs. 11 and
12. The former figure shows that, without applying any
scaling factors, for the high current discharge the quasi-
linear model predictions agree surprisingly well with the
nonlinear results in terms of the peak position and am-
plitudes of the heat flux spectra. Also, the double peak
structure found in case A agrees well with the nonlinear
simulation results.
For cases C and D, on the other hand, the predictions
of the quasilinear model cannot be used as straightfor-
wardly. In Fig. 12, the quasilinear spectrum for case
C has been multiplied by a factor 0.3. Apart from the
amplitude, the shape of the spectrum, and the peak po-
sition still agree quite well with the nonlinear result. In
contrast, for the parameters of case D, we find that the
model does not handle the coexistence of ITG and TEM
modes well. In order to make the peak amplitudes agree,
the heat flux predictions for the TEM branch (marked in
the figure) had to be multiplied by a factor 4. The ITG
fluxes, on the other hand, were not rescaled, but over-
estimate the nonlinear results by a similar factor. The
quasilinear model of Eq. (3) therefore clearly needs refine-
ment to enable a reliable treatment of such cases, possibly
along the lines of Ref. 65, where similar cases with coex-
isting ITG/TEM instabilities have already been treated.
Such a study is beyond the scope of the present paper,
though.
In summary, while the results of Sec. III E imply that
quasilinear modeling should be in principle applicable to
the outer core of L-mode plasmas, we would like to stress
that to enable reliable predictions for such regimes, sig-
nificant extensions to the models presently in use are
likely required. In particular, the empirical saturation
rules used in current quasilinear models should be bench-
marked/fitted to nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations which
simultaneously include large gradients, large safety fac-
tor, strong magnetic shear, and strong shaping. Further-
more, collisional and electromagnetic effects, which are
more important in the outer core of L-modes, should be
included. We are aware that this requires an enormous
computational effort, as is obvious also from the present
work, but in our view this is a necessary step in order to
achieve a reliable quasilinear modeling of L-mode plas-
mas.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study presented in this paper focused on nonlinear
gyrokinetic simulations of turbulence in the outer region
of L-mode plasmas, using the GENE code. A seemingly
systematic underestimation of transport levels in DIII-D
L-mode plasmas, which was reported in several publica-
tions in recent years, motivated the present study of tur-
bulence in ASDEX Upgrade L-mode discharges. In our
simulations, no evidence of a systematic underprediction
could be found—instead, even using the nominal experi-
mental plasma parameters, our most comprehensive sim-
ulations predicted transport levels close to the inferred
experimental values. Even better agreement could be
achieved through moderate variations of input parame-
ters around their nominal values. Conversely, for pre-
scribed fluxes, as is in principle possible with transport
solvers like TRINITY73 or TGYRO74, one would obtain
quite accurate profile predictions for the analyzed cases.
However, performing extensive parameter variations with
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations is very expensive, since
the plasma conditions occurring in the outer regions of
L-mode plasmas place severe constraints on the resolu-
tions and physics content to be retained. This study
thus involved a large computational effort, amounting to
about 15 million CPU-hours in total—attempts to ex-
actly match experimental transport levels for many dif-
ferent operation points therefore constitute an immense
undertaking.
With the nonlinear simulation data gathered in this
study, an extensive comparison of cross phases and fre-
quencies with those obtained in linear simulations was
performed, which revealed that even in conditions of
cold L-mode plasmas, turbulence properties like the cross
phases and drift frequencies resemble closely those of the
driving instabilities, at least out to a radial position of
r/a = 0.9. Hence, the applicability of quasilinear models
for such plasmas is, in principle, confirmed.
The problems of current quasilinear models in match-
ing the experimental fluxes therefore appear to stem not
from a failure of the underlying gyrokinetic theory, but
mainly from limitations of the empirical nonlinear satu-
ration rules which link linear physics to transport levels.
In the cold L-mode edge, saturation amplitudes necessar-
ily must be larger in order to overcome the degradation
of gyro-Bohm transport levels with temperature. Con-
sidering the fact that the existing models are calibrated
largely to the saturation levels of electrostatic core tur-
bulence simulations, it is clear that an additional effort
is required to devise saturation rules which apply also
to colder L-mode plasmas with simultaneously occurring
strong magnetic shear, large safety factor, strong shap-
ing, and steep gradients.
The underpredictions found even in nonlinear gyroki-
netic simulations of certain L-mode plasmas are not con-
firmed for the discharges and physical/numerical setups
used in the present paper. In addition, close agreement
between the GENE and GKW gyrokinetic codes was
demonstrated. A substantial international benchmark-
ing effort is currently underway to address the question
whether this ’shortfall’ problem is caused by numerical
issues and/or connected to certain discharge conditions.
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Appendix A: Benchmark between GENE and GKW
In Ref. 41, a benchmark between (the local versions of)
GENE and GKW based on the same four L-mode cases
as in the present work was presented. Complementing the
model validation of this paper, it is useful to also verify
the correct implementation of the model (particularly its
more sophisticated features, e.g. the experimental geom-
etry interface, and the collision operator) for the same
cases75. Here, we therefore present further details and
refinements of the benchmark verification that could not
be included in Ref. 41.
The codes GKW40 and GENE21 have been imple-
mented completely independently, but use equivalent
equations and similar numerics, with very similar par-
allel grids, velocity grids, and collision operators. For
this benchmark, both codes were run with the ’nominal’
physics setup described in Sec. II, using the full numeri-
cal equilibria from the same G-EQDSK files (for GKW,
via an interface to the CHEASE code76), and a linearized
Landau-Boltzmann collision operator with both pitch an-
gle and energy scattering including ad-hoc momentum
and energy conservation terms. Only deuterium ions and
electrons were retained for this benchmark, with Zeff kept
only in the collision frequency. Electromagnetic effects
were taken into account, neglecting B˜‖ fluctuations.
The linear mode spectra for these settings were shown
in Ref. 41 and demonstrated very good agreement be-
tween the codes (once the collision operators and geom-
etry inputs were matched exactly). For the nonlinear
benchmark, the GENE setup is as described in Secs. II A
and III C. GKW was run with 60×32×8 points in the
parallel, parallel velocity (v‖) and magnetic moment (µ)
grids respectively (exception: Case C, with only 36 par-
allel points), and with minimal parallel diffusion for nu-
merical stability and perpendicular spatial diffusion as
required to damp the ETG branch. Case A proved to
be quite insensitive to grid setups. The other cases were
more sensitive, and required perpendicular resolutions to
be matched; as is clear from the earlier discussion of Ta-
ble II, the increased presence of electron driven modes
(MTM and TEM) present in cases B, C, and D make
them much more challenging for numerical convergence.
The grid setups for these cases were matched as closely as
practical within stability and resource constraints. The
large extent of low-n electron driven modes in balloon-
ing space means they are often under-resolved on the
nonlinear grid; in these circumstances, differences in the
parallel boundary condition between the codes may in-
fluence the results. The GKW simulations were run at
somewhat larger parallel resolution to remove a numer-
ical instability at low n; subsequently it was found that
lower resolutions can be used if an alternative dissipation
scheme is used in the parallel differencing.
As discussed in Sec. III C, case D was also run with
Dirichlet boundaries (using radial finite-difference ver-
sions of both codes23,77) to constrain the magnetic
streamers. The radial width of the domain at the low
field side (Lr) was set to half the shortest perpendicular
length scale 0.5LTe = 0.5ωTedρtor/dr = 6.3 cm, provid-
ing a similar domain size as for standard periodic bound-
ary simulations. Both GENE and GKW used combina-
tions of Krook-type buffer zones at the radial boundaries
of the simulation domain, and global sources were applied
across the whole radial domain, but with quite different
implementations and settings. The electron heat fluxes
are relatively robust to these choices, but for a correct
ion flux it was important to confirm that the setup pre-
vents profile relaxation and gives a saturated zonal flow.
Given the quite different setups, the agreement of the
two codes within 20% in both channels indicates that
appropriate setups have been found for both codes for
this case. Although the Dirichlet boundaries turned out
not to be necessary for this case (see Sec. III C), they
may still prove useful for local simulations of other edge
cases.
The benchmark results for all four cases are summa-
rized in Tab. III and the heat transport spectra are shown
in Fig. 13. Note that the simulations shown here exhibit
slightly different transport levels from those in Ref. 41,
due to extended time averages in the present work, and
because of the different collision operator employed in
the GKW simulations of cases B and D in Ref. 41. In all
cases except B, the agreement between the codes is within
the uncertainty of the time average due to intermittency
(estimated by taking a sample of time averages). In case
B, which is the most difficult for convergence, the codes
could not be run with identical grid setups, but still agree
within 25%, within the uncertainties of the numerical
convergence.
The comparison of the spectra is much more stringent
than that of the total flux presented in Ref. 41. The close
agreement of the spectral shapes in all cases provides a
convincing verification of the nonlinear physics in both
codes. To further advance the resolution of the L-mode
transport shortfall issue, we have begun to extend this
benchmark to additional gyrokinetic codes, whose nu-
merical approaches differ much more substantially than
the implementations of GENE and GKW do. Results of
this work will be reported in a separate publication.
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Figure 13: (Color online) Comparison between the GENE and GKW spectra of the electron/ion heat transfer rates
for cases A–D.
# Case+comment Pe/MW Pi/MW ΓTi/Qi nx (ex. buf.) ny N (ex. buf.) ∆n ∆t/ms
4 A, GENE 0.67± 0.11 0.54± 0.14 0.15 256 48 10 6 1.6
4B A, GKW 0.66± 0.04 0.54± 0.05 0.13 255 43 15 6.3 0.7
9 B, GENE 0.86± 0.09 0.31± 0.03 0.29 256 48 12 6 4.3
9B B, GKW 1.11± 0.04 0.45± 0.02 0.28 255 43 18 8.5 1.4
11 C, GENE 0.47± 0.05 0.52± 0.05 0.05 512 96 7 2 1.2
16B C, GKW 0.41± 0.06 0.44± 0.07 -0.005 339 43 8 4 0.5
18 D, GENE, Dir. 0.57± 0.08 0.097± 0.014 -0.06 512 (410) 48 13.0 (10.4) * 4 0.6
18B D, GKW, Dir. 0.62± 0.04 0.081± 0.015 -0.16 768 (528) 43 24.7 (17.0) ** 4.6 0.6
Table III: Summary of nonlinear runs in the GENE/GKW benchmark, corresponding to the spectra shown in
Fig. 13. The GENE results and numbering are the same as in Tab. II. The time average in the saturated phase is
over ∆t. For cases with Dirichlet boundary conditions, numbers in brackets represent the radial domain size
excluding the buffer regions (* GENE width Lr/cm= 6.3 (5.1); ** GKW width, Lr/cm= 9.1 (6.4)).
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